
The only constant in the threat landscape is that it is always changing. As threat actors target the MSP 
community, building up a strong cybersecurity strategy is crucial. Don’t bulk up your security stack with 
ineffective, non-scalable tools. Take a proactive, offensive approach to stay ahead of cybercriminals by 
adding continuous monitoring, real-time threat detection, and active response to your arsenal. 

what’s most important to them. Our mission? 

Cyberattackers have you in their sights.  
What’s your next move?

$200,000
Average cost of a data breach 
for companies of all sizes 

90%
of breaches occur outside 
of working hours

Disrupt the hacker 
timeline now
Blackpoint Cyber’s 24/7 managed detection and response 
(MDR) platform combines network visualization, tradecraft 
detection, and endpoint security to rapidly detect and  
neutralize lateral movement in its earliest stages.  

Faster than any other solution on the market, we designed 

Our MDR solution harnesses metadata around suspicious 
events, hacker tradecraft, and remote privileged activity to 
catch what others miss and take real action before cyber 
threats can spread. 

W E B R O O T  M D R  P O W E R E D  B Y  B L A C K P O I N T

W e b r o o t  M D R  p o w e r e d  b y  B l a c k p o i n t



When an attack occurs, detection and response times determine whether attackers succeed in their efforts. Blackpoint 

and the actual response and remediation. By immediately isolating endpoints, Blackpoint’s technology stops the 
threat from moving laterally into other systems. 

Blackpoint vs The Hacker Timeline

See How We Fight

Established by former US government cybersecurity operators, the Blackpoint SOC leverages 
its deep knowledge of hacker tradecraft and real-world cyber experience to provide absolute 

environment around the clock so you can focus on running your business. 

Our world-class, nation state-grade cybersecurity ecosystem is designed to serve our 
partners by completing the hard work for you. While other services on the market take days 
and weeks to tune events, we offer same-day agent deployment and start protecting your 
diverse environments within minutes. Trust Blackpoint Cyber to provide a streamlined on -

Blackpoint Cyber catches them fast and hits them hard. Using our proprietary security operations 
and incident response platform, SNAP-Defense, our world-class SOC hunts for active threats in 
your environment and neutralizes them in their earliest stages. Our technology is built from the 
ground up to give our analysts the ability to continuously monitor and respond to the modern 
threat landscape. 

W e b r o o t  M D R  p o w e r e d  b y  B l a c k p o i n t

Experience robust, effective and high-performing cybersecurity from
Webroot that protects against known and unknown threats.
Win the unfair fight with Webroot in your corner.

Contact us to schedule a demo:

See Webroot MDR powered by
Blackpoint Cyber in action

North America
mspsales@opentext.com     
1-800-870-8102


